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One hurt in six-storey
building fire in Salmiya

Three arrested in connection to Asian man’s death

By Hanan Al-Saadoun and Agencies

KUWAIT: Hawally and Salmiya fire centers tackled a
blaze reported in a six-storey building in Salmiya yes-
terday. Firefighters evacuated the building as soon as
they arrived to the scene in response to an emergency
call, then extinguished the flames which had engulfed a
third floor apartment. One person suffered from smoke
inhalation, as investigations began to determine the
cause of the fire.

Drug abuse
Interior Ministry operations received a call about a

dead body found in the parking lot of a Salmiya school.
Investigations revealed that three of the Asian man’s
friends were involved in his death. The three were
arrested and confessed that the victim was with them

when they were abusing the psychoactive drug ‘chemi-
cal’, which is a street name for a drug prepared from
‘Spice’ (synthetic marijuana)
with added chemicals. The
victim lost consciousness
and started bleeding from
the mouth and nose, so his
friends dumped him between
cars and escaped, they said.
They were sent to con-
cerned authorities.

Fugitive arrested
A person with a criminal

record added yet another
charge to his record when he resisted arrest and
stabbed a detective in his hand, Al-Rai reported. The

man, who is wanted on theft charges, showed fierce
resistance before his arrest which came two weeks

after he stole a car from a
Shuwaikh garage, and was
found driving it using fake
license plates. The suspect
is a bedoon (stateless) and
has a record of theft and
drug use.

Disturbance
Hawally police arrested

two drunk women in Nugra
following several calls from a
building’s residents. Police

received calls about disturbance at an apartment,
adding they were admonished by a woman when asked

to lower the noise. A police patrol went to the flat and
arrested the two women for disturbing the peace.

Thefts
Two thieves stole a citizen’s car at gunpoint. A secu-

rity source said the citizen, who was terrified, told
Sabahiya police that while he was driving, a car
approached him and told him to stop. When he did, one
of the men walked towards him, pulled a pistol in his
face and ordered him to leave the car. The person then
got in and drove away. The victim said his phone and
wallet remained in the stolen car. Ahmadi police are
working on the case. Separately, a thief broke into an
Egyptian mandoob’s (company representative) car and
stole mobile phone accessories worth KD 3,200. The
victim lodged a complaint at Abu Halifa police station.
Detectives were asked to look for the culprit.

KUWAIT: This handout photo shows an apartment where a fire was reported yesterday. The scene inside the apartment after the fire was extinguished. 
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KUWAIT: Acting head of the emergency team at Hawally Municipality Ahmad Ramadan said inspectors issued
182 warnings for encroachment on state property during a recent campaign. Furthermore, the municipality per-
sonnel removed 35 encroachments, and issued four real estate warnings, seven warnings to bachelor resi-
dences and 11 citations for illegal use of pavement. —By Hanan Al-Saadoun


